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Photos



Lines and trees

2021







Covered objects

2020-2021

White shadow
giclée print
21 x 28 cm



White cover
giclée print
50 x 70 cm



Intersection
giclée print
50 x 70 cm



Yellow rug under blue sky
giclée print
40 x 60 cm



Artificial stone cube
giclée print
40 x 60 cm



Starshedding on daylight

2016







Flying objects

2007-2010

Flying circles
2008
giclée print
50x70 cm



Flying lines
2007
giclée print
50x70 cm



Drawings



Deep poem I.
2018
marker on paper
21x30 cm

Deep poems

2017-2020



Deep poem III.
2020
marker on paper
21x30 cm

Deep poem II.
2020
marker on paper
21x30 cm



Landscape poem
2019
marker on paper
21 x 30 cm

Aquarel poem
2019
marker and aquarel on paper
21 x 30 cm



Poem hanging out of casket
2019
marker on paper
21x30 cm

Bouquet poem
2019
marker on paper
21x30 cm



Dangerous zones during thinking I.-II.
2017
marker on paper
50x70



Frozen Cloud
2016
marker, airbrush on paper
70 x 100 cm



Poetry



The Order of Life
2017
book
11x15 cm

Poems and sketches. I tried to incorporate the stages of human life in 
this book. 
Contents: Prologue, Introduction, Epitaphs, Lullabys,  Exercise Book, 
Epilogue.
Seemingly unfinished as I did not make back cover.

https://issuu.com/hajnalkatulisz/docs/june30







Meeting an old lady
2018
radio play
performer: child/young person
(detail)

I asked an old person to tell her life, apart from how interesting or what 
kind it was. I could have chosen any other stories. My plan was only 
to collect a life story, which probably will not change too much in the 
future, - apart from it comes to an end -, so I can use it as a past.
I rewrote this story, as I put it to future tense and have a script for a 
radio play which would be performed by a child who can have any kind 
of lives, even that one he or she is telling in the record.

patients totally for free. - So she will know that she can’t be helped, but she loves jokes. That 
time I started to collect jokes. I heal very much with them.
One of my good friend will tell me, she is incurable and her husband has died, so at that time 
the period is coming when the friends die themselves or their husbands. It will be very hard to 
get over it.
Where I will live, there will be many dies who are not that old. They always told me: ‘Easy for 
you, you are so young, 76 years old, almost a chit!’. But these things are not going like that. 
Then they start to calculate who is the next. But we will not be put in order.
- Who is wailing so much?
- Margit Molnár.
- Mari, not Margit. Mária. She lives in the first room. In front of me.
- I hear the voice from inner.
- She may be upstairs and you hear from there, because sometimes she is taken up and then
upstairs she is weiling in the same way. When she wakes up, she is scared, she doesn’t like 
to
be alone.
- No any problem with her in phisically, just she doesn’t know her’s way around.
- She always says: I had no pain at all, just I get bored.
I’ll never get bored. From the free library I’ll swipe a thick book, The young lions from Irwin 
Shaw. This is a life story of four men and there are war topics in it also.
I will read the war stories, because I will have three sons and I am averse from war but I’ll 
think I have to read at least about what a mother can feel when they are waiting for the news. 
I think I need to read this, because they had to be lived through.
And I also will think, we do not know what we will live.
I will take some violets, which are blooming in the backyard, behind the church. They will 
have scent. And I’ll have a corridor-mate, who will be mad at me for taking flowers. Dispite I 
do not take them for me, only for the doctor. She is not able to come down, nor bend. Only 
she can do, going to the toilet and take a shower. Because of brain tumor. As the brain tumor 
will be removed, her balance will stop working. And then she will lean on the wall during walk-
ing. But she will not give up.
These violets will be so much suddenly, by a day. When I take some for her, there won’t be 
good talking for long, because it is also exhausting for her to say a word. But then she says 
these are very pretty and asks me ‘well, won’t you take them away?’ No, I didn’t bring just for 
showing and taking away! And then we laugh.
I will be telling her one of my poems twice, which I only know by heart. I know only one by 
heart, I tell her that one twice.
As long as my friends will be living, they will be. I will able to write more and more difficult. My 
spelling will remain but my handwriting won’t be so nice that before.
I will have a dream: I am standing in an elevator and pressing the buttons confused, I don’t 
know which way to go. When I wake up, I would start going to have breakfast and I will not 
know which way. So the dream are going on but it becomes true.

.

..

...
When my husband will not be, then I will think over the whole world, if there is 
some peace somewhere at all. Because not really. There will be a man, who 
thinks that doing something could be only for money and he spreads that I am 
not normal. I may write even a poem of it. Of that I work not for money and 
this is the real one.
A doctor comes in, actually she comes to die, she does not want to suffer in 
sight of her grandchildren. She will have brain tumor, next to her ear. The doc-
tor, who gives her diagnosis, does not know she is a doctor, too. She looks at 
the sheet, and reads the future for herself.
Then another woman will collect cloths. And then she selects which one fits 
to who. She thinks to the great-grandchildren of my brother, although she did 
not know them, but she just wants to give. Noway anything remains the same 
after she will not be anymore, because she is over 90. She does not want to 
waste.
If a certain word may not come in my mind, then I will be pointing. I will be-
ware of that people, who does not have any idea about pointing and illnesses, 
I will avoid them a bit. It is not a nice behavior but useful.
My idea will be the following: until one’s has the sense of humour, no problem. 
My brother will have a very severe diabetes, so he loses his sense of humour 
sometimes.
But for me, I will have a serious collection of jokes. Because I will have a se-
vere patient who I look after for three years, til she dies. - I will look after 



No-k Lapja,
based on a magazin, Women’s Weekly
2014
in collaboration with Miklós Mécs

We looked for all of ‘no’ words in the magazine,
the other parts covered by black marker and these black surfaces we 
filled out our ideas, drawings and short texts.

https://issuu.com/hajnalkatulisz/docs/noklapja3





Corrected Baldessari (part of my graduation work)
2014.
print
correction fluid



Site specific work



Everything’s gonna be alright
2017
airbrush on concrete

Reversed animation where the moving picture can be realized 
only by the moving (running) viewers instead of moving frames.

In Lyon along the river Saône I found a section with 25 pieces 
of 1×1 m square surface, in two rows.
I used it for making a reversed animation: it consists of 25 con-
crete surface as phase or frame, which becomes 1 seconds mov-
ing picture if we ‘watch it quickly’. Two symmetric wavy lines go 
to each other, their amplitudes are decreasing and decreasing, 
while in the middle they meet in quiescence, in a straight line.

This story is like about two people who are doing wavemotion, 
as if they are holding the two ends of the rope. The movement 
is symmetrical so it is the same and opposite. As their dialog are 
going on, their aspects are approaching and at the end they are 
able to understands each other.

https://youtu.be/s77yaMGQZUM






